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New in paperback

Debt's Dominion
A History of Bankruptcy Law in America

David A. Skeel, Jr.

"Anyone seeking to understand both the evolving
shape of bankruptcy law in America and its
impacts on American legal, social, and econom-
ic trends would find Skeel's book a very useful
starting place. Accessibly written and yet full of
highly technical information, Debt's Dominion is
one of the best books on bankruptcy currently
available." —Charles L. Zelden, Journal of
American History
Paper $18.95 ISBN 0-691-11637-7
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New from The MIT Prpsf ip I
The Government Machine %-, \jppi £
A Revolutionary History of the Computer -" ~ ' '"-
Jon Agar
"In this richly detailed and subtly argued study of British bureau-
cracy since the eighteenth century, Agar shows how mechanization,
both discursive and material, gradually transformed the 'machinery
of government' from a metaphor to a guiding force. Viewed in that
longer historical perspective, the computer takes its place in a line
of technologies inspired by a technocratic vision of public
administration and designed to extend the informational resources
on which it rests." — Michael S. Mahoney, Professor of History,
Princeton University
History of Computing series • 576 pp.. 52 illus. $50

now in paperback _ \ " __j C .,

A Ghost's Memoir - * tE£

The Making of Alfred P. Sloan's My Years with General Motors
John McDonald
foreword by Dan Seligman
"McDonald has given us what may be the best book about
business, and about book publishing, to appear this year."
— Marketplace . .
220 pp. $15.95 paper " - ! . „ . . '" ~'

To order call 800405-1619
Prices subject to change without notice.
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IBM!*
SuHfeiess

A History of Small Business
in America
MANSEL C. BLACKFORD

Second Edition
"A cogent and readable addition to our understanding of
American business, one that should be strongly considered
by anyone teaching an American business history
course."—Business History Review
The Luther Hartwell Hodges Series on Business, Society,
and the State
232 pp. $45.00 cloth / $18.95 paper

Yankee Don't Go Home!
Mexican Nationalism, American Business Culture,
and the Shaping of Modern Mexico, 1920-1950
JULIO MORENO

"Moreno address[es] important issues of U.S. business in
Mexico He offers extensive new evidence, analysis,
and a highly readable narrative A very significant
contribution."—Linda B. Hall, University of New Mexico
The Luther Hartwell Hodges Series on Business, Society,

and the State

Approx. 384 pp., 30 i 11 us. $59.95 cloth / $21.95 paper

C. F. Martin and His Guitars, 1796-1873
PHILIP F. CURA

"An incredibly valuable addition to the understanding of
our company and family archives. No one before has
taken the time to unravel his amazing story with such
fastidious detail."—C. F. Martin IV, Chairman and CEO,
C. F. Martin & Co.

352 pp., 97 color / 88 b&w illus. $45.00 cloth

America's Instrument
The Banjo in the Nineteenth Century
PHILIP F. CURA & JAMES F. BOLLMAN
ASCAP-Deems Taylor Special Citation, American Society of
Composers, Authors & Publishers

"Beautifully produced."—Times Literary Supplement

"This attractive, finely printed book relates the history of
the production, distribution, and marketing of the banjo
over the course of the 19th century."

—AB Bookman's Weekly

400 pp., 97 color /156 b&w illus. $49.95 cloth

T H E U N I V E R S I T Y O F N O R T H C A R O L I N A P R E S S
at bookstores or 800-848-6224 I www.uncpress.unc.edu
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Manufacturing
Revolution
The Intellectual Origins of

Early American Industry

Lawrence A . Peskin

"A cultural, social, and economic history of early
American boosterism, with a fine-grained account of
intellectual change on a crucial issue over a long
period."—John E. Crowley, Dalhousie University,
author of The Invention of Comfort

Studies in Early American Economy and Society from the
Library Company of Philadelphia: Cathy Matson, Series
Editor
$49.95 hardcover

Freedom from Want
American Liberalism and the Idea of the Consumer

Kathleen G. Donohue

"A truly original book. Unusually bold and polished,
it adds admirably to our understanding of the
emergence of consumer ideology and the reshaping of
American liberalism and politics."—Daniel Horowitz,
Smith College

New Studies in American Intellectual and Cultural History:

Howard Brick, Series Editor

$45.95 hardcover

The New York, Susquehanna &
Western Railroad
Robert E. Mohowski

"The story of the New York, Susquehanna &
Western is a fascinating addition to American railroad
corporate history."—John W. Barriger IV, from the
Foreword
$34.95 hardcover

Inventing the Cotton Gin
Machine and Myth in Antebellum America

Angela Lakwete

"Lakwete's compelling and revisionist book on the
cotton gin is a major contribution to the history of
southern technology."—Pete Daniel, Curator,
National Museum of American History

Johns Hopkins Studies in the History of Technology:

Merritt Roe Smith, Series Editor
$45.00 hardcover

Ideas and industry

Eating Smoke
Fire in Urban America, 1 800 -1950

Mark Tebeau

"Tebeau has interwoven two stories. One charts the
changes in firefighting from voluntary organizations to
rationalized municipal services; the other moves the
fire insurance industry from a focus on observation, to
quantification, to prevention of urban fires."
—Angel Kwolek-Folland, University of Florida
$49.95 hardcover

Capital's Utopia
Vandergrift, Pennsylvania, 1855-1916

Anne E. Mosher

"The story of Vandergrift becomes a crucial and
unexplored intersection between industrial land use
and community planning all wrapped in the issues of
economic class and paternalism that defined the
Gilded Age."—Brian Black, Pennsylvania State
University

Creating the North American Landscape: Gregory Conniff,

Edward K. Muller, and David Schuyler, Consulting Editors/

George F. Thompson, Series Founder and Director

$45.00 hardcover
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GUIDELINES FOR CONTRIBUTORS

GENERAL INFORMATION

Manuscripts are considered for publication on the understanding that they are not concur-
rently under consideration elsewhere and that the material—in substance as well as form-
has not been previously published.

Three copies of the manuscript should be submitted.

Authors should identify themselves only on a separate title page that provides name, mailing
address, and telephone number. Authors must also remember not to identify themselves in the
body of the manuscript; specifically, references to their own work in the text should be in the
third person, and citations should be written without possessive pronouns—not "See my ...."

Potential contributors should initially submit hard copy, not diskettes, but it will save con-
siderable work for all parties in the event of acceptance if authors follow a few rules from the
beginning:

• In general, use as few formatting commands as possible.
• Left justify text.
• Do not hyphenate words at the end of lines.
• ALL material—including extracted quotations and notes—must be double spaced.
• Notes should be numbered consecutively and citations should be placed as footnotes

or endnotes formatted as indicated by The Chicago Manual of Style (1993).
• Each table and figure must be accompanied by a complete source.

Each article should be accompanied by an abstract of 75 to 100 words outlining the main
point(s) of the paper and placing the article in context. Subheads should be used to divide
the manuscript into three or four sections (or more, depending on length). We do not have
an upper or lower page limit, but articles usually run between 25 and 50 typescript pages,
including notes and other material.

We are always eager to publish illustrations, but authors should not include originals of illus-
trative materials at the time of submission; photocopies of such material may be included.
Authors are responsible for obtaining all illustrative materials and permissions for repro-
duction, and for writing captions.

Authors of accepted manuscripts will receive two copies of the issue in which the article
appears and twenty-five offprints.

MANUSCRIPT PREPARATION

We use the 15th edition of The Chicago Manual of Style (2003) and spell and hyphenate
words according to the 11th edition of Merriam-Webster's Collegiate Dictionary.

The journal encourages authors to use gender-neutral prose in all cases where it is not anachro-
nistic to do so; male nouns and pronouns should not be used to refer to people of both sexes.
We use the day-month-year form for dates, as in 11 Feb. 1998, in the notes, but in the text, dates
are written month-day-year, as in February 11,1998. Double quotation marks should be used
for direct quotation; single quotation marks are used for quoted material inside quotations.

SAMPLE CITATION FORMS

Book: Alfred D. Chandler Jr., The Visible Hand: The Managerial Revolution in American
Business (Cambridge, Mass., 1977), 321-2.

Journal: Charles Cheape, "Not Politicians but Sound Businessmen: Norton Company and
the Third Reich," Business History Review 62 (Autumn 1988): 444-66.

Note that we do not include the publisher in book citations. We do not use loc. cit., op. cit.,
or idem., but ibid, (not italicized) may be used.
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